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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a real-life distribution problem faced by a Moroccan food company is solved. This problem is
combining inventory and routing decisions. Vendor-managed inventory system is proposed to manage the
company’s distribution. Transportation and inventory costs are simultaneously minimized which is known
as the Inventory-Routing Problem (IRP). In our real-life problem, several plants deliver a set of customers
with several types of products which can be defined as a multi-depot, multi-product and multi-vehicle IRP.
A fleet of homogeneous vehicles is used to deserve customers and the inventory costs are paid at both the
plant and at the customers. We propose a mixed integer linear program for this problem. Computational
tests were carried out in four real-life instances which concern representative periods for the company. The
results show the effectiveness of our approach.
Keywords: Inventory-Routing Problem; Vendor Managed Inventory; Multi-Depot; Multi-Vehicle; MultiProduct
1.

in order to maximize service level and minimize
costs while avoiding stockouts and overstock, we
propose to use Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)
and to solve the problem as a Multi-depot, Multiproduct, and Multi-vehicle Inventory Routing
Problem (3MIRP).

INTRODUCTION

In a changing world, companies must be agile to
respond quickly to changes in market data.
However, these changes do not always come from
downstream, but they are also dangerous, of course,
when they come from upstream. Companies must
therefore be vigilant about the changes around
them, upstream, downstream, internally and even in
the political, social and regulatory environment.
The changes that undergo our industrial partner
came mainly from upstream. The declines in the
cultivation of raw material as well as lower import
prices have encouraged the trend of the company to
import its raw material. The pace of the company’s
various factories fell for the imported material
through a single factory, that of Casablanca. The
fixed costs of the plants became very important in
relation to their production and consequently affect
their profitability. Thus, a plant’s closure program
was launched and the number of plants decreases
from 14 to 5. The closure of several plants has
changed significantly the company’s distribution
pattern. Indeed, much of the flow passing through
the plant of Casablanca, which has completely
changed the company’s distribution program. Thus,

Recently, the Moroccan government eliminated
progressively its subsidies on the price of fuel,
indeed transportation costs have increased
significantly. Companies, in order to find a good
tradeoff between service level and costs, must
minimize simultaneously transportation and
inventory costs while avoiding stockouts and
overstocks.
In this paper, we discuss a case study of a
Moroccan food company. Our industrial partner
deals with a total of five different types of products
produced by five plants. Each plant produces one,
many or all products and owns a local warehouse.
The products are distributed from plants to a set
of large customers spread throughout the country,
totaling a number of fifteen. These customers are
classified as regional depots, belonging to the
company itself and wholesalers. The locations of
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the plants and all customers are shown on the
following map of Morocco (Figure 1).
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The single product IRP was studied in many
papers ([3], [8], [10] and [11]) and the case with
several products is recent and significantly more
difficult. Reference [24] has developed a hybrid
genetic
algorithm,
a
two-phase
variable
neighborhood search was developed by [22] and
[23], and reference [17] has proposed an ant colony
optimization algorithm. For exact algorithms,
reference [9] has developed an exact branch- andcut algorithm. The multi-depot case was treated by
[28], they proposed a mixed integer linear program
to solve it. Reference [30] solved the multi-depot
IRP using a decomposition and coordination
method, they use a genetic algorithm to design the
coordination values and an adaptive adjustment
scheme for the routes.

The transportation cost has increased significantly
last years, since a large quantity of pallets have to
be transported from the plant of Casablanca caused
by the closure of several other plants, Indeed many
customers are now served from the farthest
Casablanca plant instead of the nearest closed
plants. This has led the company to create and
develop new contracts with transporters which state
that the company charters trucks according to its
need and pay them for the distance travelled.

Maritime industry was the sector in which many
real-life applications were developed ([4], [6], [7],
[13], [16], [25], [31] and [32]). Maritime
applications are relevant to our case because they
also have a many to many structure, but their
application is very different from the case of multidepot IRP. Non-maritime applications include the
transportation of gases by tanker trucks ([5]), the
automobile components industry ([1]), the
distribution of perishable products ([14] and [15]),
fuel delivery ([26])) and the distribution of grocery
and food products ([15], [18], [19], [20] and [21]).
A review of practical applications can be found in
[2].
The main contribution of this paper is to solve a
real-life and rich 3MIRP arising in the food industry
in Morocco. We treat the multi-depot case which is
not very explored in the literature. We are then
capable of proposing high quality solutions to our
partner, which significantly outperforms their
current solutions.

Figure 1: Map Of Morocco And Location Of The Plants
And Customers (Source: Routard (November 2015))

Production levels are supposed constant and are
not subject to operational changes. The distribution
planning is done manually based on the experience
of planners that take into account demand forecasts
and inventory levels at customers. However, as
there are several plants, several products and the
plants don’t produce necessary all products, the
planner find difficulty to plan the distribution in an
optimal way to avoid stockouts and overstock and
minimize the total logistic cost. Indeed the company
must review its planning approach to achieve these
goals.

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we describe the problem and
propose an integer linear programming formulation
for it. In Section 3, we present computational
experiments followed by conclusions in Section 4.
2. ROBLEM
FORMULATION

DESCRIPTION

AND

In order to formulate the problem by
means of an integer linear programming model we
define it on an undirected graph G={W,ε}, where W
= U ∪ V’ is the vertex set and ε={(i,j),i<j} is the
edge set. U={1,…,l} represents the set of plants
(depots) and V’={1,…,n} represent the set of
customers which are partitioned as regional depots
V1 and wholesalers V2. V={1,…,n} represents the

Our problem can be defined as a rich 3MIRP.
The IRP has been formally introduced more than 30
years ago by [5], many practical and technical
contributions have been followed. For a recent
review of IRPs, see [12]. In what follows we review
the most relevant to our case.
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depot and customers. Each plant u ∈ U and
customer i ∈ V’ incurs respectively inventory
holding cost
and
per period, and has an
and
respectively. The
inventory capacity
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Subject to

company distributes a set M={1,…,M} of products,
which are all measured in terms of number of
pallets. The length of the planning horizon is p,
measured in discrete time periods t ∈ T={1,...,p}.
The quantity of product m made available at the
plant u in period t is
. The inventories are not
allowed to exceed the holding capacity and cannot
be negative. At the beginning of the planning
horizon the decision maker knows the current
of each product m at each plant
inventory level
u and
at each customer i, and receives the
information on the demand
of each location i
for each product m and period t. We assume that the
quantities
received by location i of product m
from plant u with vehicle k in period t can be used
to meet its demand in that period. An unlimited
fleet of vehicles K is available. We then identify
each vehicle k ∈ K={1,...,K }, each with capacity Q
(in number of pallets). A routing cost
is
associated with edge (i,j) ∈ ε in the route of plant u
∈ U. The objective of the problem is to minimize
the total routing and inventory holding costs while
avoiding stockouts and overstock and meeting the
demands for each product at each location in each
period.

The objective function (1) minimizes the total
inventory and routing costs. Constraints (2) and (3)
define inventory conservation at the plants and the
customers respectively. Constraints (4), (5) and (6)
impose maximal inventory level at the plants and
the customers. Constraints (7) link the quantities
delivered to the routing variables. In particular, they
only allow a vehicle to deliver any products to a
customer if the customer is visited by this vehicle.
Constraints (8) ensure the vehicle capacities are
respected. Constraints (9) and (10) are degree
constraints and subtour elimination constraints,
respectively. Constraints (11) − (16) enforce
integrality and non-negativity conditions on the
variables.

The following decision variables are used
by model. Integer undirected routing variables
are equal to the number of times that edge (i, j) ∈ ε
is used on the route of vehicle k coming from plant
u in period t; binary variables
are equal to one
if and only if location i ∈ V is visited by vehicle k
coming from plant u in period t; integer variables
represent the inventory level of product m at
the plant u at the end of period t; integer variables
represent the inventory level of product m at a
customer i at the end of period t; integer variables
represent the quantity of product m delivered
to location i by vehicle k coming from plant u in
period t. The problem can then be formulated as
follows:

This formulation can be strengthened by adding the
following known valid inequalities proposed by [9]
and generalized to multi-depot case:
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company does not pay the inventory holding costs.
We consider a maximal number of 27
homogeneous vehicles with a capacity of 24
homogenous pallets.
We perform different computational
experiments on real-life based instances. Studying
the flow of the company, we have identified four
principal periods in which the distribution flow
change considerably. In each month, the demand
changes considerably if we are in the three first
weeks or we are in the last week. Indeed in the last
week of each month, the demand arises in
comparison with other weeks. The second
observation is that in each week there are two
periods. In the first three days, the demand is lower
than in the second three days (we consider a week
of 6 days as the company doesn’t work Sundays).
In conclusion, we have used four instances for our
computational tests corresponding to the four cases
explained below. Instances of the three first days of
a normal week are called L. Instances of the three
second days of a normal week are called M.
Instances of the three first days of the last week of
the month are called H and instances of the three
second days of the last week of the month are
called V.

Constraints (17) and (18) are referred to as logical
inequalities. They enforce the condition that if the
supplier is the successor of a customer in the route
of vehicle k coming from plant u in period t, i.e.,
= 1 or 2, then i must be visited by the same
vehicle, i.e.,
= 1. A similar reasoning is applied
to customer j in inequalities (18). Constraints (19)
include the supplier in the route of vehicle k coming
from plant u at the period t if any customer is
visited by that vehicle in that period. Constraints
(20) ensure that customer i is visited at least the
number of times corresponding to the right-hand
side of the inequality. This inequality is only valid
if the fleet is homogeneous. It was originally
developed for the single-vehicle case by [3] and
was later extended to the multi-vehicle case by [9].
3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND
FORMULATION

The strategy of our partner to find
solutions consists to ship a full-truck load (FTL) to
any customer whose associated demand cannot be
satisfied from the stock. To avoid situations in
which the Casablanca plant exceeds its own
inventory, the planner must ship extra product
amounts in FTL to regional depots while ensuring
that their storage capacities are sufficient to enable
their reception.

Our industrial partner owns five plants
producing five types of products as shown in table
1.

Plant

Product
1
Product
2

Product
3

Product
4

Product
5

Table 1: Production Amount

Plant 1
Plant 2
Plant 3
Plant 4
Plant 5

678 1030
452 650
296
0
602
0
602 325

364
0
126
0
127

131
0
23
0
23

191
0
156
324
151

The planner of the company must decide
on the quantity to be delivered by commodity from
each plant and to each customer, this is very
complex to do manually. Thus, stockouts and
overstocks occur in factories or among customers.
What is even more expensive is that customer
orders cannot be fulfilled whereas products are
available in sufficient quantity, but they were sent
to the wrong place.

Once production is finished, products are
stored at the plant’s warehouses. The holding cost
of a pallet at the plants is on average about 2.5
MAD (Moroccan Dirham) per day. Products are
shipped to a set of customers that are divided in two
groups. The first one contains 8 regional depots
belonging to the company, with an average daily
inventory holding cost of 2.7 MAD per pallet. The
second group consists of 7 wholesalers of which the

We have fixed the computational time to
ten minutes, because the tests must be done every
day to plan the distribution for the three next days.
The plan is done each day taking into account the
quantity actually transported the same day to
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continuously correct the schedule of the next three
days.
Instance

UB

L
M
H
V

280322,4
308987,2
333745,2
430342,8

272286,6
296913,7
322200,8
415312,3

2,9%
3,9%
3,5%
3,5%

Average

338349,4

326678,3

3,4%

LB
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CONCLUSION

We have presented a complex real-life problem
arising in Moroccan food market. Several plants
have to deliver different types of products to a set
of customers. Our goal was to minimize the sum of
transportation and inventory costs while avoiding
stockouts and overstocks both at plants and
customers. We have presented an integer
formulation which we developed to our specific
context. The results indicate that our approach
outperforms the company one for all instances.
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Table 3: Decomposition Of The Total Cost

Instance

Total cost

L
M
H
V
Average

Transportation cost

(In %)

Inventory cost

(In %)

280322,4
308987,2
333745,2
430342,8

161664,4
190096,4
214722,4
310530,4

57,7%
61,5%
64,3%
72,2%

118658,0
118890,8
119022,8
119812,4

42,3%
38,5%
35,7%
27,8%

338349,4

219253,4

63,9%

119096,0

36,1%

Table 4: Comparison With The Company’s Solutions

Instance

Our solutions

Company’s solutions

Difference in%

L
M
H
V

280322,4
308987,2
333745,2
430342,8

310120
341325
365013
481046

9,6%
9,5%
8,6%
10,5%

Average

338349,4

374376

9,6%
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